RASHTRASANT TUKADOJI MAHARAJ NAGPUR UNIVERSITY

*****

CORRIGENDUM

NO RTMNU/RS/2019/CONVOCATION-107/ 0.5 Dated: 13th January, 2020

In continuation to this office Notification No. RTMNU/RS/2018/CONVOCATION-107/118 dt.5th December, 2019 a correction as shown hereunder in the said Notification is being published for general information of all the concerned that –

55.  SHRI V.S. TAMMA SILVER MEDAL

Awarded to Roll No. 823265, Ashwin Sanjay Deotare of (652) Jankidevi Bajaj College of Science, Wardha, for obtaining the highest percentage of marks in Physics from amongst the examinees successful in the First Division at the First attempt the Examination for the Degree of Bachelor of Science of Summer 2019. (838/900 marks)

Instated of Roll No. 814545, Zareena Shabuddin Joya of (01) Institute of Science, Nagpur. (836/900 marks)

[Signature]

Director
Board of Examinations & Evaluations,
Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University.
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Copy forwarded with correction for information and necessary action to:

[Signature]
Deputy Registrar
Post Exam
RTM Nagpur University, Nagpur.